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Dismantle Falke 70 Receiver
March 14 2013 at 12:44 AM

James  (Login slow_cripple2)

My old original 0.22 with the cracked stock is now my spares source. 
 I am about to separate the receiver from the trigger block. 

 I have my hammer, a leather glove and a piece of alloy that fits the trigger block cavity. 
 

I have a feeling that I may require some penetrating oil or the heat gun. 
 This example is quite difficult to shift, so before I go much further; Is it a RH thread as I assume or a LH thread? 

 PS. looks to have had a pipe wrench on it previously

 

  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

I'm almost certain March 14 2013, 1:19 AM 

it is a right hand thread as you assume, James. (Unless my memory is seriously faulty...!)
 

------------------------------
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  Respond to this message   

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

I agree March 14 2013, 2:45 AM 

It is damn tight and the best course was to ask those who have been there before, 
 There is no mechanical reason why a left hand thread would be warranted. Being German, I suspect logic would prevail. 

 They're a bit like Klingons in that respect (friendly smile)
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James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

It is persistant March 14 2013, 3:36 PM 

Is it time to resort to the hot air gun? I think so.

 
  Respond to this message   

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Success! March 26 2013, 10:00 AM 

After having set the receiver up in the vertical it spent a few days partly immersed in the electrolysis. 
 Then I tried separating the parts, again, and again... 

 Only bad luck there! So I put it to one side for a time. 
 Today my brother came and with his assistance we had success. 

 It wasn't easy though. Brother had the receiver on a wooden board with all his weight on it while I hammered the begads out of that aluminium plate inserted into the trigger cavity. Still no joy. 
 So, onto the heat gun set at max 600 we proceeded to apply some heat before attempting again. Nothing happening here either. 

 So, just for good luck and despite logic (shocking it in the reverse direction may be enough to free that thread bond) I wacked the proverbial out of that plate in the LH direction a couple of times
then tapped about the perimeter with a hammer before trying again. 

 This time it spun loose with ease; I almost couldn't believe how easy. Ahh, the relief. 
 Everything inside looks to be in terrific condition, even the old leather seal is intact and healthy looking. 

 Talk about quality steel and hardening; I am impressed. 
 The receiver and end cap are now fully submerged in the electrolysis. 

 Images to follow. 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

Paul
 (Login NHpaul)

Spring length? March 26 2013, 12:29 PM 

Glad you got it apart, Mine unscrewed with ease. 

Can you measure the spring for me? mine is broken at one end and the other end is finished, I am still trying to find parts. 

I contacted the place in Germany listed on this forum, they have everything needed on their website, but an having difficulty communicating with them on how to buy them, I'm in the US. They
only do sales to the US via email and paypal, 

 
There's a place in the US that can provide cups, leather or modern plastic ones, but the spring dimensions are throwing me off. 

 
How much did the spring stick out from the tube when you unscrewed the end cap? ine was only 1/4" and that was the broken end. 

 

thanks 
 

Paul 
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James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Spring dimensions March 27 2013, 1:42 AM 

Hi Paul 
 

Here are the measurements; I checked out my other 70s and pulled down my strongest Falke 70 (#2) for comparison. 
 

#1 -- spring length 180mm x 20.9mm O.D x 3.1mm wire x 27 full coils. On separation, this spring protruded 5mm from the receiver 
 (calculated as this rifle fully is dismantled). 

 
#2 -- spring length 197mm x 20.9mm O.D x x3.1mm wire x 27 full coils. On separation this spring protruded 20mm from the receiver 

 (measured). 
 

Do your calculations to determine the maximum length of spring the receiver will accept and then work out where the sweet spot for that rifle may be. 
 My shorter spring will be used again with spacers that will allow the most energy it can contain under compression. 

 
 

  Respond to this message   

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Images March 27 2013, 2:39 AM 
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Tightened with a pipe wrench?? 
 

[IMG] [/IMG] 
 

[IMG] [/IMG] 
 

Bruised trigger bock face. 
 

[IMG] [/IMG] 
 

I believe that this is what caused the use of the butchers pipe wrench to pull the securing thread into alignment. 
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The two cylinders. 
 

[IMG] [/IMG] 
 

    

This message has been edited by Afrikane on Nov 24, 2017 1:01 AM

 
  Respond to this message   

Paul
 (Login NHpaul)

Can't figure out attaching a picture here March 30 2013, 9:55 PM 

Nice pictures James, I was going to post a shot of my piston cup and associated pieces on the piston, but I see no place to post them in this response. How did you do that??? 
 

Since I can't get a response from that German website listed in this forum that does have the 70 spring and cup, I'm trying a place in the US -- they told me to send pictures and dimensions of
the cup and captured length of the spring in the gun, when the gun is cocked and not cocked. 

 
So I have a sheet with drawings and dimensions ready to scan and send to them, 

 
The quest continues to get this old girl up and running. 

 
Paul 

 

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Paul March 31 2013, 1:14 AM 

The way to attach pics to your posts is to upload them to a free photo hosting company like Photobucket or Flickr and copy the direct link into your post. If you have trouble doing this, email
them to me and I'll insert them into your post for you (my email address is under my name, top right of this post). 

 
If you haven't tried them already, US companies that might help are either JG Airguns (John Groenewold) jgairguns.biz or James Maccari of the Air Rifle Headquarters
www.airrifleheadquarters.com. Maccari makes a large assortment of springs for air rifles and may well have an off the shelf spring suitable for the Falke. When you find one, please report
back. Thanks. |
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James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Google translate March 31 2013, 3:39 AM 

Paul, have you used Google translate? Perhaps their English is as bad as my/our German?

 
  Respond to this message   

Paul
 (Login NHpaul)

Re: Google translate April 1 2013, 3:14 AM 

Well the 1st and only response from their website "contact Us" button was translated via google translate. I tried to place the order on my mail program twice and a third time I tried to
place it via their contact us form--- I give up for now

 
  Respond to this message   

Paul
 (Login NHpaul)

Number on stock April 8 2013, 12:36 AM 

Thought this was interesting. I took off my steel butt-plate to refinish the stock and found the numbers 91 written in pencil . Maybe it was the 91st 70 built??? 
 

Any how I have a new spring and leather seal coming from JGAirguns this week, so hopefully I can get it back together. I fond a standard O ring for the breech seal that stands well proud of
the barrel , so it will seal nicely.
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Could be, Paul April 8 2013, 1:08 AM 

I've always thought the models 70 did not have serial numbers, unlike the 80s and 90s. Maybe that's because they only appear beneath the butt plate! I'll take the butt plate off my 70 at
some point and will let you know if there's a number there. Please let us know how you get on with the JG spring and seal.
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 Barryeye
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Mod 70 Butt plates and numbers April 8 2013, 5:05 AM 

Interesting Paul. Only one of the three Model 70s I own has a metal butt plate. The others have groves cut into the butt end only. I have just taken the one metal butt plate off and
written in pencil is the number 97. The 7 is a continental 7 with the added cross stroke. I doubt that in light of your similar number this would be a serial number but (forgive the
pun) you never know. 

 Barry

 
  Respond to this message   

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Model 70A April 9 2013, 9:22 PM 

From my reading the model 70 with checked pistol grip and metal butt plate is known as the 70A. 
 To my mind the penciled number on the butt stock would more likely be those stocks selected for finishing as the 70A. 

 That my 70 is shorter in the butt area (from pistol grip to butt) than the 70A would give credence to this hypothesis. 
 

Can others with the two variants check theirs and report back? 
 BTW my example looks to have a #1 or maybe it is just a pencil 'slash'. 

 
  Respond to this message   

 barryeye
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Well spotted James. April 11 2013, 11:15 PM 

My oath James you are right and I have never noticed that before. My 70a (with grip checkering and metal butt plate) is a half inch longer then the Mod 70s measuring from the
trigger to the shallow centre of the curve at the butt end and a quarter inch at the heel and toe. I note that this makes the 70a just a fraction shorter than the “adult size” Mod
80. However I think it fair to say that the Mod 70s and 70As are very much full size adult rifles. Good observation James.

 
  Respond to this message   

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Butt end April 10 2013, 9:06 AM 

Open to interpretation 
 

[IMG] [/IMG]

    

This message has been edited by Afrikane on Nov 24, 2017 1:01 AM
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